Source self-attenuation for solutions of 57 Co of varying density and carrier concentration was measured in nine re-entrant ionization chambers maintained at NIST. The magnitude of the attenuation must be investigated to determine whether a correction is necessary in the determination of the activity of a source that differs in composition from the source used to calibrate the ionization chamber. Co. A range of corrections up to 1% were calculated for dilute to concentrated HCl at routinely used carrier concentrations.
Introduction
Source self-attenuation is a known problem for low-energy gamma-ray emitters when being measured in ionization chambers. Normally the recommendation is to keep carrier and acid concentrations low, resulting in solutions of densities approaching 1 g·mL -1 . Identical source geometry and solution compositions are to be used in the calibration of the ionization chamber as in the later measurements of the same radionuclide (Schrader 1997) . This is not always practical when offering a calibration service or when investigating drug products. Either the ionization chamber must be recalibrated with an identical geometry or solution composition or a correction factor must be determined. NIST has previously investigated the effect of varying geometry for 57 Co calibrations . The magnitude of the attenuation must be investigated to determine whether a correction is necessary in the determination of the activity of a Co-57 source that differs in composition from the source used to calibrate the ionization chamber. At our institute corrections are currently made in the measurement of 144 
Materials and Methods
Sources were gravimetrically prepared by mixing various proportions of distilled H2O, concentrated HCl (Baseline, Seastar Chemicals, Sidney, Canada) † , a concentrated cobalt carrier solution, and approximately 0.5 mL of a 57 Co standard solution, #2355. The carrier and standard solutions were gravimetrically prepared at NIST. The activity concentration of a gravimetric dilution from the standard was determined using the livetimed anticoincidence counting method (Bobin, 2007) . A series of 10 ampoules were prepared representing a range of HCl molarity from 0.01 mol·L -1 to 9.3 mol·L -1 , corresponding to a density range from 0.998 g·mL models CRC-15, CRC-15R, CRC-35R, CRC-25PET, and CRC-1.8atm (The 1.8-atm chamber from Capintec is the basis of their CRC-PC dose calibrator.). For the ICA, measurements were made relative to the response on a radium-226 reference source, #50. The current was measured in the VIC using an electrometer under computer control. The CRC-15R, CRC-25PET, CRC-35R, CRC-1.8atm, and AL-400 chambers were read by computer. In both cases control was by NIST-written LabVIEW programs. The CRC-12 and AL-500 readings were taken by eye from the instrument display.
Uncertainties in the readings are standard deviations of 40, 400, or 10 repeated readings, respectively for the ICA; VIC; and CRC-15R, CRC-25PET, CRC-35R, CRC-1.8atm, and AL-400. For the CRC-12 and AL-500, the uncertainty is assigned based on an observation of the range of values during the visual average of the display to assign a value.
Instrument readings were corrected for background and decay corrected approximately 8 days to a common reference time using a 57 Co half-life of 271.80(5) days. Impurities were decay corrected using half-lives of 77.240 (26) Co, respectively. All half-lives are from DDEP (Bé et al, 2004) .
Results and discussion
All reported uncertainties are standard uncertainties unless otherwise indicated. Reported results are only considered valid over the range of densities and carrier concentrations studied, as extrapolation would introduce additional uncertainties, which were not considered.
Secondary standard ionization chambers
The instrument response for each source was divided by the mass of solution #2355 it contained in order to make comparisons on a relative basis. A least squares fit was performed to the following equation:
where R is the ionization chamber response, ρ is the solution density in g·mL HCl, approximate density 1.066 g·mL -1 , the magnitude of the correction would be 0.28%.
Figure 1
The response in ICA, as a ratio to the RRS, with respect to the solution density and carrier concentration. The projected points are the experimental data. The gridded surface represents a fit of equation 1 to the data.
This correction is more than half the magnitude of the combined uncertainty on the ICA k-value for 57 Co of 0.41%.
The uncertainty on this correction is based on components for the average uncertainty in: repeated measurement of a single sample, 0.02%; fit of the data, 0.01%; mass of the contained activity, 0.05%; and components for the uncertainties in the ρ and [Co] Co] sol are only known to 5%, the resulting combined uncertainty would be 0.3%, with the uncertainty on the density of the unknown being be the dominant component. Therefore, knowledge of the uncertainty on the density is important. If the density, or the uncertainty on the density, is poorly known, the method may still be used to set a limit on the possible introduced bias in measured activity.
In the results for the VIC, the effect of [Co] is even smaller, giving a cc of 0.00003, and can be ignored. The values for ac and bc are 1.0645 and -0.0628, respectively. These values indicate a slightly larger effect with respect to density. The corrections range over 1.2%. Using the example measurement above yields a correction of 0.34% with a combined uncertainty of 0.10% on the correction. Again, a comparison can be made to the uncertainty in the kVIC of 0.42%.
Radionuclide "dose" calibrators
The coefficients of the equation for CC and with the results of the example case and the associated uncertainty are given in Table 2 . The secondary standard ionization chambers are given for comparison. When evaluating the utility of the correction for dose calibrators one must consider the uncertainty in the dial setting for 57 Co. Manufacturers give a nominal uncertainty of 2% to 3% on their dial settings. This is obviously far larger than the correction to be made. In practice, dose calibrators can be individually calibrated with a smaller uncertainty, on the order of 1% of activity. In this case a correction can be made. In either case, an uncertainty component on the activity from the instrument can be estimated for the effect from solution density.
One must also consider how well the data fit equation 1. This can be achieved by examining the residuals of the fit. In some cases the data are acceptable. The coefficients ac and bc, to calculate CC for CRC-15R are 1.0571 and -0.0566, respectively. The resulting corrections range over 0.8%. The example case yields a correction of 0.34% with a combined uncertainty of 0.19% on the correction.
The corrections using the example case are as large as 0.53%, for the AL-400. In some cases the uncertainties on the underlying data did not allow a good fit. For the CRC-12, CRC-35R, CRC-25PET, and the AL-100 the uncertainty is on the order of or larger than the correction. In the example case this uncertainty can be used to set a limit on the effect of the density on the ionization chamber response.
Conclusions
The effect of source self-attenuation on ionization chamber response was investigated for solutions of 57 Co of varying density and carrier concentration. The implementation of a correction factor is warranted in those chambers used as secondary standards. For the NIST ICA and VIC chambers, an equation to derive a correction factor as a function of solution density was given. The resulting corrections are generally < 1 % and have associated uncertainties < 0.1 % on the correction. In the case of radionuclide activity calibrators the uncertainty in determining a correction factor can be of the same or larger magnitude than the correction, particularly if the density of the measured solution is not well known. From an examination of the maximum variation of the data over the range studied, a limit can be placed on the expected variation due to solution density of between -1.03 % and +0.57 %, depending on the chamber. The results are valid for a density range a density range from 0.998 g·mL -1 to 1.144 g·mL -1 .
